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Images and styles that follow are illustrative; most style features and combinations are available on most garments/cuts. All asterisked style options are liable 
to a surcharge.  Due to their rare nature and  in the interests of brevity they may not feature on retailer price lists.  If so it is advisable to enquire of the price of 
that feature from customer services. 



Comfortable Block/Fit SB x 2

The Comfortable fit is derived from the Regular Block/Fit and eases the fit 
throughout, particularly straightening/reducing the waist compression. 
The over body measures increase as follows: Chest 41/4" (10.8cm), Waist 
41/2" (11.5cm) and Hips 31/2" (8.9cm). The resizing is done in such a way as to 
maintain the balance of the garment. All the following styles and variants 
are selectable, however, the lapel width for a SB2 - 40" chest is defaulted 
to 31/2" and the gorge point and sleeve width are regular.

Regular Block/Fit SB x 2

This quintessentially English block results in an elegant, tailored (neutral) 
fit. Good, consistent fit results can be achieved as it is cut to be forgiving 
with reference to customer vagaries in weight/size (pre & post fitting). 
The over body allowances are: Chest 4" (10cm), Waist 31/2" (8.9cm), Hips 
21/2" (6.3cm). All the following styles and variants are selectable, however, 
the lapel width for a SB2 - 40" chest is defaulted to 31/2" and the gorge 
point and sleeve width are regular.

Slim Block/Fit SB x 2

A more contemporary, closer fit. This block/fit is a development from the Fitted 
Block, and includes the higher waist, shallower armholes and greater chest dart 
suppression. The over body allowances are further reduced: Chest 31/4" (8.25cm), 
Waist 2" (5cm) and Hips 11/2" (3.8cm). There is also a Very Slim Block/Fit, this is 
an ultra fashion fit - use with care, the result is very tight/close. The over body 
allowances are: Chest 31/2" (8cm), Waist 11/2" (3.8cm) and Hips 1" (2.5cm). Both 
these blocks/fits are available with all the following style options. These two 
blocks/fits come defaulted with a narrower lapel; SB 2 - 40" lapel = 23/4" (7cm) 
the higher gorge point and a slimmer sleeve. A request for this block where 
the chest to waist differential triggers the semi stout or corpulent blocks (see 
Technical Manual p 24) will automatically be cut on the Regular block/fit.

Fitted Block/Fit SB x 2

A more fitted variant of our regular block creating a slimmer silhouette. This 
is achieved by a neater over body allowance, more supression through the 
chest dart, shallower/higher armholes and the waist height/suppression is 
raised 1" (2.5cm).  The over body allowances are: Chest 31/2" (8.9cm), Waist 3" 
(7.6cm), Hips 21/2" (6.3cm).  All the following styles and variants are selectable, 
however, the lapel width for a SB2 -  40" chest is defaulted to 31/2" and the 
gorge point and sleeve width are regular.  A request for this block where the 
chest to waist differential triggers the semi stout or corpulent blocks (see 
Technical Manual p 24) will automatically be cut on the Regular block/fit.

Jackets
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BaseBase

BaseBase

BaseBase

BaseBase

DB 1 x 1DB 4 x 4

DB 3 x 4DB 3 x 3

DB 2 x 3DB 1 x 3

DB 2 x 2DB 1 x 2

SB x 4SB x 3

SB x 2SB x 1
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X X
Base

Base - Long Jacket - classic cut

Nehru Jacket*

Also available 
with curved bottom. 
Shirt collar option 
available

Deep shawl collar

Slim shawl collar

Width 21/4" 
(5.7cm)

Regular shawl collar

SB x 3 roll for 2

High gorge position (SB only)

Also available on standard 
and short peak lapels

Long jacket length*

More than 2" (5cm)  
below top of leg

Regular jacket length Short jacket length

At or above the hip/seat 
measure point  
High gorge notch 
narrow lapel and  
cutaway fronts

Peak lapel on SB jacketNarrow lapels 
2" (5.1cm) to 31/4" (8.3cm)

Wide lapels  
33/4" (9.5cm) to 63/4" (17.1cm)

Short peak, reduced peak 
length - SB & DB 

Notch lapel on DB jacket

Sleek peak lapel - level with  
collar - SB only 

Forties peak
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XX

Base

Button hole LHS AWCentre flash vent Side flash vent

Custom vent length
Between 3" (7.6cm) and 151/2"  
(39.4cm) dependent on jacket length

Base

Double button hole LHS AW

Base

Double button hole RHS AWSide vent with tab
Also available on centre vent

Base

Contrast button hole LHS AW*

Base

Contrast button hole RHS AW*

Base

Button hole RHS AW*

Side vent with strap

Centre vent

Side vent

No vent

Above 6 options available on DB lapels, tonal or contrasting

Base

Regular crown

Base

Raised crown

Base

Napolitana crown Natural crown

Base

Mock suede elbow patches*
(see page 25 for in stock trim colours)

Base

Contrast gauntlet cuff*

Base

3 button cuff

Base

Bottom button hole contrast*
Base

Mitred cuff

Base

Flash cuff Unfinished cuff - basted
a vented cuff with no buttons/holes 
with lining hand basted to cloth 
at hem (cuff buttons suppplied in 
breast pocket)

Unfinished cuff - sewn
a vented cuff with no buttons/holes 
with lining machine sewn to cloth 
at hem (cuff buttons suppplied in 
breast pocket)

Base

Half gauntlet cuff

Base

2+2 button cuff

Base

All button hole contrast*

Base

Flared cuff*

Base

Full gauntlet cuff

Base

4 button cuff

Base

Bottom 2 button hole contrast*

Base

Slanting button holes

Base

Single button cuff

Base

5 button cuff
6 button available

Base

Second button hole contrast*

Base

Button cuff no button holes

Kissing 4 button cuff

Base

X
Variable gauntlet depth*
(max = 3" 7.6cm) (min 1" 2.5cm)

Base

Double button cuff

Base

Top button hole contrast*

Base

Second button hole from 
top contrast*

Tailored cuff

Not all cuff button numbers available on all stylesStyle Portfolio Style Portfolio
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Tulip patch pocket

Besom/jetted pocket under 
side flap 

Base

Patch pocket

Narrow flaps (17/8" 4.8cm)

Patch pocket with flaps

Base

Welt outside ticket pocket

Slim flaps (11/2" 3.8cm)

Base

Self lined pocket flap

Base

Besom/Jetted outside ticket 
pocket

Coin pocket RHS AW, both or 
none available

Base

Outside ticket with flaps

BaseBase

Base

Straight lower pocket

Base

Straight lower pocket & OTP

Base

Slant lower pocket

Base

Slant lower pocket & OTP

Base

Extreme slant lower pocket 23º

Base

Extreme slant lower pocket 
& OTP 23º

X

Extreme slant lower pocket 
custom selection

Base

Sail shaped flaps

Extreme slant available in  
28, 34, 39 and 45 degree angles, 
with/without OTP 
(request via comments box)

Combinations 
of contrast jetts 
available

Combinations 
of contrast 
welts and flaps 
available

Base

No breast pocket

Base

Inverted patch pocket 
with flap*

Base

Double plain patch pockets*

Base

Jetted breast with flap

Base

Welt breast RHS AW

Base

Double plain patch pockets 
with flaps*

Base

Plain breast patch pocket

Base

Double welt pockets* 

Base

Double inverted patch 
pockets*

Base

Plain patch pocket flap

Base

Double jetted pockets*

Base

Double inverted patch 
pockets with flaps*

Base

Inverted patch pocket*

Base

Double jetted with flaps*

Base

Pocket bag to match lining or 
contrast

Barchetta pocket

Outside ticket pockets default  
to RHSAW. Left or both available.
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Plain finish - no columbia 
stitching 

Columbia stitch to match 
lining (default)

Contrast Columbia stitch Contrast piping Contrast piping and contrast 
Columbia stitch

Contrast jetts* Button and tab security Zipper Airline pocket
Available left, right or both

Individually cut and tailored for:

Xxxxxxx Xxxxx

Embroidery on label*

Xxxxxxx
Xxxxx

Embroidery on lining*

Retailer Label

Gold or white cross stitch 
effect around label optional

Perspiration pads* Mobile pocket under arm 
LHS AW and RHS AW available

Variable size mobile pocket

1

2

3

Embroidery Font Samples

Calibri

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
Constantia Italic

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Palace Script

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUV WXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Security zips/
tabs positions

Security zips/
tabs positions

Mobile phone 
position options 
LHS AW

Available  
RHS AW

Standard internal 
pocket layout 
LHS AW

Internal breast pockets 
(cloth jetts)

Pen pocket

Internal ticket pocket

Framed facing

Standard internal 
pocket layout 
RHS AW

Plain facing

Poachers/magazine/scarf 
pocket* LHS AW

Available RHS AW

Target size 9" x 12"

1 - Mid LHS

2 - Lower LHS

3 - Underarm LHS

Width and height 
selectable on 
options 1 & 2

Style Portfolio Style Portfolio
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Piping and hand 
edge effect location 
options - lapel, collar, 
front edge, hem and 
pocket flaps*

Piping location 
options - lapel, 
collar, front edge 
and bottom*

Binding/tape 
location optional 
on flaps and/or 
out breast pocket*

Binding/tape 
location options - 
lapel, collar, front 
edge and bottom*

Binding/tape 
location options - 
lapel and collar*

Binding/tape 
location options - 
lapel*

Hand edge effect (AMF) 
Full

Hand edge effect (AMF) 
default locations

Half lined*Unlined* 

Available in SB x 1 & 2 and  
SB x 3 roll for 2. 
Contrast taping selectable

Standard hand edge effect includes the following...

 - collar and lapel 
 - fronts 
 - side pockets 
 - out breast welt

 
Full hand edge effect includes the following...

 - collar and lapel 
 - fronts 
 - side pockets 
 - out breast welt 
 - Top shoulder and armhole 
 - centre back and hind arm 
 - vents

See magnified box 
for stitch detail (see p18)

See magnified box  
for detail (see p 18) 

See magnified box  
for detail (see p 18) 

See magnified box  
for detail (see p 18) 
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1.5cm

�ins
X

Binding detail* Piping detail* Piping and hand edge detail*

HEE/AMF stitching 1/16" (0.16cm) HEE/AMF stitching 1/8" (0.3cm) HEE/AMF stitching 1/4" (0.6cm) HEE/AMF stitching 3/8" (0.95cm) Swelled edge - distance from 
options as hand edge effect

xxxxxxx

xxxxxxx

Contrast top collar*

Self cloth collar Turned back collar Bagged out collar

Deep collar

Contrast melton under collar* Contrast or tonal melton 
under collar with embroidery*

Contrast HEE/AMF stitching Contrast swelled edge

Panel back*

Square fronts Cutaway fronts

Contrast button holes  
forepart*

6 degrees of variable cutaway 
from the norm between  
5/8" (1.5cm) to 21/2" (6.5cm)

Style Portfolio Style Portfolio
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Base

BaseBase

Link button Covered buttons

Contrast pocket jetts to 
match lapels*

Contrast welts on breast 
pocket to match lapels*

Contrast gauntlet cuff to 
match lapels*

 

Contrast to match silk facing 
or other

Most style options available 
in standard jackets are also 
available in formalwear

Fleur de lys frogging on cuff Loop frogging on cuff

Base

Smoking jacket*

DB deep shawl

DB slim shawl

DB regular 
shawl

All combinations of single 
breasted button formats 
and most style options 
available on Dinner wear

All combinations of 
double breasted button 
formats and most style 
options are available 
in Dinner wear

SB slim shawlSB regular shawl

SB peak lapelSB notch lapels

DB peak lapelSB deep shawl

Also available in  
SB x 1 and SB x 2

Frogging/Cording on 
collar, lapels and edge 
available on all styles

Style Portfolio Style Portfolio
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Platted black corded Epaulette

Standard cuff with scalloped overlay*
(other buttoning combinations available)

Plain cuff with scalloped overlay*

Platted cloth Epaulette
(thin cloths only)

Cloth flat Epaulette No Epaulette

Storm collar (functioning) 
Not available on high gorge*

Storm collar for show 
Not available on high gorge*

Removable storm tab*Storm collar button and tab* Reverse lapel button

Highland Style Metal button* Highland Style Stag Horn*

SB x 3 
Highland Jacket

Prince Charlie  
Jacket

SB x 1 
Highland Jacket

SB x 2 
Highland Jacket

Shooting jacket 
with underarm 
gusset

Pocket flaps available scallop shaped 
without pin tucks or square/regular

Highland jackets (excluding Prince Charlie) are available with many of the 
style options from the standard jacket selection. E.G. Variable lapel width 
& gorge height, vents, internal pockets and all buttons listed

Available with/without 
contrast lapel

Norfolk jacket*

Action back*  
and sewn on  
self half belt

Self belt available on both 
back/shoulder options

Action shoulders*

Style Portfolio Style Portfolio
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Bellows pocket with  
round flaps - no buttons*

Bellows pocket with 
buttoned round flap*

Inverted pleat patch pocket 
(flaps available)

Jetted hand warmer pockets* 

Box pleat patch with flap 
(no flap available)

Welted hand warmer pockets*

Bellows pocket with 
square flaps - no buttons*

Whistle pocket also available 
RHS AW 

Most style options available 
in standard jackets are also 
available in countrywear

M1 - off white

M30 - camel

M55 - orange

M80 - petrol blue

58613 - P1 Blue 58613 - P7 Moss 58613 - P10 Charcoal 58613 - Black 58613 - P6 Brown 56206 - Navy

M5 - light grey

M35 - brown

M60 - pink

M81 - baby blue

M10 - dark grey

M40 - green

M61 - fuchsia

 M85 - purple

M15 - black

M41 - olive

 M65 - bright red

M90 - royal blue

M20 - cream

 M45 - yellow

M70 - red

M95 - cobalt blue

 M25 - peach

M50 - sunflower yellow

M75 - maroon

M100 - navy

Green Light Green Light Blue Mid Blue Dark Blue Yellow/Gold Mauve Pink

White Off White Black Bright Red Burgundy Brown Light Grey/Silver Dark Grey

While every effort has been made to reproduce these meltons, threads and mock suede accurately, there may be variance with the actual colours due to the reproduction process.

Optional square bellows  
pockets and/or welted  
hand warmer pockets*

Gun patches 
left, right or both available*

Sleeveless jacket

Also available in SB x 4

Style Portfolio Style Portfolio
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While every effort has been made  
to reproduce these buttons 
accurately, there may be variances 
with the actual colour of the buttons 
due to the reproduction process.

All garments include mock horn 
buttons, all other buttons carry 
a surcharge.

Ivory Mother of PearlBlack Horn

Black Leather

Cloth covered

Grey/Smoke Mother of Pearl

Gold Ribbed Silk covered

Mid Brown Horn

Silver

Silk/Satin covered

Sand Horn

Dark Brown Leather

Dark Brown Horn

Mid Brown Leather

Corozo - Dark Grey

Corozo - Olive

Corozo - Tan

Corozo - Light Blue/Grey

Corozo - Dark Blue

Corozo - Off WhiteCorozo - Navy

Corozo - Mid Brown

Corozo - Mid Grey

Corozo - PinkCorozo - Khaki

Corozo - Black

Corozo - Dark Brown

Corozo - Fawn

Corozo - Cherry

Mid Brown Mock HornDark Grey Mock Horn

Stone Mock Horn

Sand Mock Horn

Dark Brown Mock Horn

Navy Mock Horn

Mid Grey Mock Horn

Black Mock Horn

Green/Brown Mock Horn White Mock Horn

Waistcoats
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SB x 5 Fitted cut

The extended front dart into the armhole creates a closer/neater fit in this area

SB x 5 Regular cut, an elegant silhouette, stylish and comfortable

DB 4 x 4DB 3 x 3

SB x 7SB x 6

SB x 4SB x 3

All the following style options are available on both waistcoat silhouettes

Style PortfolioStyle Portfolio
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DB 4 x 4 
jetted lower 
pockets with flaps

DB 4 x 4  
jetted lower pockets

DB 3 x 3  
pointed bottoms

SB x 6 
jetted lower 
pocket with flaps

SB x 5  
jetted lower pockets

SB x 5  
welt pockets

DB 3 x 3 contrast peak lapel*DB 4 x 4 regular shawl lapel*

DB 3 x 3 peak lapel*SB x 4 regular shawl lapel*

Slim and Deep shawl lapels available All lapel styles can have contrast facings

Slim and Deep shawl lapels available

SB x 6 with peak lapel*SB x 5 with notch lapel*

All SB and DB waistcoats regardless  
of button configurations can have all lapel styles. 
All waistcoat lapels can be ordered with either tonal or contrasting button holes.
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X

Upper and lower welted 
pockets

Upper and lower jetted 
pockets

Upper and lower jetted 
pockets with flaps

Welt breast pocket LHS AW Welt breast pocket RHS AW

Jetted breast pocket LHS AW Jetted breast pocket  RHS AW Jetted breast pocket with flap 
LHS AW

Jetted breast pocket with flap 
RHS AW

Contrast lower welted 
pockets*

Contrast upper and lower 
welted pockets*

Contrast lower jetted pockets* Contrast jetted pockets with 
flaps*

Contrast outer back*Drop back vent

Variable drop amounts  
1" (2.5cm), 11/2" (3.8cm),  
2" (5.1cm), 21/2" (6.3cm)

Square frontsPlain back 
(in lining or cloth)*

Deep points

Point depths appear longer as the 
angle of the cutaway is made steeper
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DB 2 x 2 horseshoe DB 4 x 4 horseshoe

DB 4 x 4 horseshoe satin shawl*

SB x 2 horseshoe SB x 4 horseshoe SB x 5 horseshoe

SB x 3 horseshoe satin shawl* SB x 4 satin shawl* SB x 5 satin notch lapels* DB 3 x 3 contrast peak lapels*Contrast button holes

HEE/AMF stitching 1/16" (0.16cm) HEE/AMF stitching 1/8" (0.3cm) HEE/AMF stitching 1/4" (0.6cm) HEE/AMF stitching 3/8" (0.95cm) Swelled edge - distance from 
options as hand edge effect

Contrast HEE/AMF stitching Contrast swelled edge Vertical chain hole

Square shawl*

All vest lapels can be ordered with either 
tonal or contrasting button hole.

Internal piping (tonal or 
contrast) available on all vests

DB 3 x 3 horseshoe 
deep lapels*

SB x 3 horseshoe 
deep lapels* 

SB x 5 with show button

SB x 5 contrast flower hole 
LHS AW notch lapel*

SB x 4 hand edge effect 
(AMF) locations

SB x 6 tonal flower hole  
LHS AW peak lapel
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Contrast collar (nehru only) 
(inside and out)

Contrast pockets (welts only) Contrast pocket trim (bellows 
and cresent pockets only)

Internal zipped pockets  
(left, right or both) available

Patch pocket Patch pocket with flaps Welt pocket Cresent pocket (no flaps) Welted hand warmer pockets

Centre vent

Zip frontGun patches, 
left only or right 
only available*

Plain back Back half belt  
with cartridge pockets  
(available without  
cartridge pockets) 

Nehru Gilet with lower 
welt pockets 

Gilet with  
bellows pockets
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Jetted hand warmer pocketsWelted hand warmer pockets Sewn on half belt Sewn on half belt with  
cartridge pockets

Inner zip pocket  
(available left or right)

Cresent pocket (no flaps)

Monarch Gilet with 
10cm side slits and  
cresent shape pockets 

Panel back

Trousers

Style Portfolio
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Classic cut

An elegant English silhouette, 
stylish and comfortable

Easy fit

A looser fit with more room through 
the seat and thigh, with an increase of 1" on  
the seat over the Classic fit

Semi-Slender fit

A more modern cut, more fitted 
in the back thigh

Extra easy fit

The seat is further increased by 1" from the Easy 
block, again giving more room in the thigh

Slender fit

A contemporary fit, very slim in 
the back thigh and seat

Skinny fit (no pleats)

The thigh is further reduced from the 
Slender block for a slimmer legged 
customer only 
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RHS AW fob

Inside brace buttons Outside brace buttons

Double fob with flaps

LHS AW fob

RHS AW hidden cash pocket

RHS AW fob with flap

LHS AW hidden cash pocket

LHS AW fob with flap

Silver metal buckle and strap

Double fob

Black metal buckle and strap Button and tab waist adjuster

Regular belt loops (3/8") Wide belt loops (3/4")

Rear metal buckle and strap

Zipper waist adjuster

Regular belt loops x 8

No waist adjuster

Deep belt loops Tunnel belt loops* (2")

Belt prong loop

Traditional drop metal buckle 
and strap

Single forward pleat

Straight pockets

Drop cross frog mouth pockets Coin pocket (available both 
drop cross options).

Double forward pleat

Slanting jetted pockets

Single reverse pleat

Straight jetted pockets

Double reverse pleat

Coin pocket (LHS AW and 
both available)

No hip pocket

Jetted hip pockets with flaps 
and hidden buttons

LHS AW jetted hip pocket

Welted hip pockets with flaps

RHS AW jetted hip pocket

Jetted hip pockets with 
button and flaps

Double jetted pockets

Jetted hip pockets with button

Welted hip pockets, left or 
right only also available

Reinforced pocket bag 
(double lined)

Zipped inner pockets*

Plain front

Slanting pockets

Drop cross pocketsCross pockets

Deep pleat (American) option 
available on all pleat styles.

Single deep pleat = 13/8" (4.6cm)

Double deep pleat 
1st pleat = 1" (2.5cm) 
2nd pleat = 1/2" (1.3cm)
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Round waistband extension

Double hook on waistband Double button on waistband

Button fly Metal zipper fly* 
(nylon standard)

Tab french bearer

Button and hook on 
waistband (any shape)

X

Narrow 1" (2.5cm) waistband

X

13/4" (4.5cm) waistband

X

2" (5cm) waistband

Grown on peak back*

X

Standard 13/8" (3.5cm) 
waistband

Grown on peak back, no front  
waistband or extension*

V cut in waistband Narrow slit cut in waistband

Pointed waistband extensionSquare waistband extension

White herringbone trim 
waistband and curtain

Blue and white stripe 
waistband and curtain

Black waistband and curtainCream waistband and curtain 
(standard)

No curtain available

Plain finished hem 
(unfinished available)

Plain hem with slit cut Angled/cavalry hem

Standard turn ups 13/4" (4.4cm) 

X

Turn ups variable depth Plain hem with V cut Plain hem with V cut and 
lining flash to match jacket 

Black waistband with  
shirt grip

Cream waistband with  
shirt grip

Contrast waistband trim  
(to match jacket lining or trim)* 
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HEE/AMF stitching

Contrast HEE/AMF stitching

HEE/AMF stitching 1/8" (0.3cm) HEE/AMF stitching 1/4" (0.6cm) HEE/AMF stitching 3/8" (0.95cm) Swelled edge - distance 
options as hand edge effect

Contrast swelled edge

Raised side seam Braided side seam
(formal wear)

Satin stripe
(formal wear)

Double stripe in satin or braid
(Evening dress trousers)

Reinforced double crutch*
(internal)

Reinforced double seat*
(internal)

HEE/AMF on fly and pockets HEE/AMF on fly, pockets and 
side seam

Fully lined 
(front and back)  
to hem*

No lining

Front half lined 
to below the 
knee (standard)

Fully lined 
(front and back)  
to below the knee*
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Slender cut plus 2’s

A slimmer silhouette and closer fit in 
back thigh and knee area - 2" (5cm) of 
cloth overhang from the kneeband

Classic cut plus 2’s

A practical, fuller and comfortable 
fit - 2" (5cm) of cloth overhang from 
the kneeband

Plus 3’s

3" (7.6cm) of cloth 
overhang from 
kneeband. Available in 
Classic and Slender fit

Plus 4’s

4" (10cm) of cloth 
overhang from 
kneeband. Available in 
Classic and Slender fit

Most trouser options (eg pleats, pocket and 
waistband option) available on Breeks and  
Plus 2’s, 3’s and 4’s.

Breeks

The cloth goes almost 
straight into kneeband - 
no overhang. Available 
in Classic and Slender fit 
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Breeks, Plus 2’s, 3’s and 4’s 
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Breeks, Plus 2’s, 3’s and 4’s
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Velcro fastening

Knitted cuff

Strap and buckle fastening

Cloth strap fastening

Deep cuff 21/2" (6.3cm)

X

Standard cuff 13/4" (4.5cm)

X

Also available lined in ventile (a waterproof membrane)*

Narrow cuff 1" (2.5cm)

X

Half (front) lined

No lining

Fully lined 
(front and back)

Tailcoats
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Lining and detailing 
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Tail pocket Link button

Morning coat with peak lapels

Limited standard jacket options available on tailcoats

Tailcoat with peak contrast lapels

Notch lapels Peak lapels

Notch lapels

Flash cuff Binding detail*

Lambton now offers two morning coat blocks, our Classic and a new Close fit. 
The overbody measures are as below. They appear to be generous compared to 
jacket blocks, but this is required/normal on such garments to prevent ‘ride up’.

Classic Fit

Chest 51/2"  (14cm) 
Waist  4"  (10cm) 
Seat 3"  (7.6cm)

Close Fit

Chest  51/8"  (13cm) 
Waist  3"  (7.6cm) 
Seat  2"  (5cm)
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Evening tail coats
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Morning coats
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Tail pocket

Toastmaster coat (longer fronts) with peak lapels

Contrast lapels

Outerwear

Style Portfolio

Notch lapels

Toastmaster coats (long front evening tailcoat)
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This pattern originated in the 80’s when easy fits were all the rage. It is generously 
cut with very little natural waisting in the pattern. This garment is ideal for those 
who want that ‘easy look’ and want to wear a bulky suit/knit underneath.

Over-body allowances

Chest 6" (15.2cm) 
Waist 7" (17.7cm) 
Seat 6" (15.2cm)

This pattern derives from the traditional covert coat (a quintessential English country top coat).

Over-body allowances

Chest 5" (12.7cm) 
Waist 6" (15.2cm) 
Seat 5" (12.7cm)

*Regular fit Top Coat (Covert Coat) only available in SB styles.

*A default top button position will be calculated according to chest size, height (based on sleeve 
length) and number of buttons requested. This can be overridden. Be aware that button spacing 
will remain the same and move in relation to the requested top button position.

Comfortable cut 
SB x 4 peak lapels

Comfortable cut 
double breasted  
3 x 3 peak lapels

Comfortable cut SB x 3 with notch lapelsSB x 4 Regular coat with fly front

A slimmer cut for use over knitwear or a jacket.
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Comfortable fit Overcoats
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Regular fit Top Coat (Covert Coat)
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SB x 4 Regular coat 
button front

SB x 3 Regular coat 
All regular Top Coat styles 
available in many  
other cloths



This garment is ideal for those who want that ‘slim look’ and want to wear a light weight 
suit or a knit underneath.

All fitted Overcoats (SB or DB) have the option of Notch, Peak or Short/Semi Peak lapels.

Over-body allowances

Chest 5" (12.7cm) 
Waist 41/2" (11.4cm) 
Seat 4" (10.1cm)

*A default top button position will be calculated according to chest size, height (based on 
sleeve length) and number of buttons requested. This can be overridden. Be aware that 
button spacing will remain the same and move in relation to the requested top button 
position.

Fitted cut  
DB 3 x 3  
peak lapels

Fitted cut 
DB 2 x 3

Fitted cut 
DB 2 x 2 with 
notch lapels

Fitted cut 
DB 3 x 4

SB x 3 Fitted

SB x 4 Fitted cut with 
fly front

SB x 4 Fitted cut  
with button front
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Fitted topcoat
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Fitted topcoat
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X

Action shoulder*
(not available with Raglan sleeve)

High gorgeSewn half belt*

Button and vented cuff
(multiple options available)

Button & Strap on cuff

Plain cuff

Flash cuff Contrast button holes
(multiple positions available)

Comfortable SB x 4 
slant pockets

Comfortable  
DB 3 x 3 straight 
pocket with OTP

Slanting jetted flap pocket 
and OTP

Extreme slant Extreme slant + OTP Patch pocket with flap* Patch pocket without flap

Vertical welt pocket Contrast flaps Contrast jetts Jetted breast pocket Jetted breast pocket with flap

Centre vent 
(Custom length available)

Overcoat with raglan sleeve 
(only available on  
Comfortable fit)
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Topcoat pocket details (all cuts and styles)
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Topcoat styling details (all cuts and styles)
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Internal pocket 
combinations 
LHS AW with 
breast, mobile and 
scarf pockets*

Internal pocket 
combinations 
RHS AW with ticket 
and scarf pockets*

Contrast  collar* Under collar melton*

xxxxxxx

xxxxxxx

Embroidered under collar 
melton*

Button and tab security Zipper

Many standard jacket options are available on most styles/cuts of overcoat

Trend coat

Trend coat with 
loose half belt

This pattern is proving very popular amongst younger/slim fashion conscious 
gents. It is closely cut and is ideal for those who want that ‘super slim look’ 
and want to wear a very slim suit or more likely a knit underneath.

Over-body allowances

Chest 5" (12.7cm) 
Waist 5" (12.7cm) 
Seat 5" (12.7cm)

Trend coat without 
hand warmer 
pockets
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Trend Coat
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Internal pocket and collar details (all cuts and styles)
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This pattern is a classic that has been particularly on trend for the last few years. It has 
certain positive naval/military associations but when made in solid colours and checks/
plaids other than navy it becomes a most flexible and versatile and ‘on trend’ garment. 
It is quite closely cut and is ideal for those who want that ‘slim look’ and want to wear a 
very slim suit or a knit underneath. Worn as a short coat/car coat.

Over-body allowances

Chest 5" (12.7cm) 
Waist 6" (15.2cm) 
Seat 3" (7.6cm)

Pea coat

Internal pocket options as Classic overcoat. Limited external options

Pea coat plain back

Pea coat sewn on  
half belt

Field coat with swing sleeves

Field coat with  
Raglan sleeves and 
tonal flaps and  
collar option

Optional action 
shoulder and 
optional sewn 
on half belt
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Pea Coat
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Field Coat
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Centre vent

Welted hand warmer pockets 
to match collar

Jetted hand warmer pockets 
to match collar

Flaps to match Mock Suede 
collar

Whistle pockets RHS AW

Jetted hand warmer pockets

Whistle pockets LHS AW

Welted hand warmer pockets

Contrast collar

No hand warmer pockets

Shirts
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Field Coat details
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Cutaway (default length 23/4" 7cm) Club

Nehru

Semi Cutaway (default length 23/4" 7cm)

Kent (default length 23/4" 7cm)Narrow spread (default length 23/4") Quarter Cutaway (default length 23/4") 

Wing Round - only available on Kent,  
Quarter Cutaway, Semi Cutaway & Cutaway

Tie Space options 
0" 1/4" 1/2" 3/4"
Collar spreads
A - full cutaway
B - Semi cutaway
C - Quarter cutaway
D - Kent
E - Narrow spread

A slim sleeve is automatically applied when selecting this fit

A slim sleeve is automatically 
applied when selecting this fit.

An extra Slim option exists 
Overbody: Chest 21/2" (6.35cm), Waist 11/4" (3cm), Seat 2" (5cm) 

Overbody allowance varies with pleated back shirts on all fits

TIE SPACE

A
B

C
D E

Easy 
Over body: 
Chest 51/2" (14cm) 
Waist 8" (20cm) 
Seat 6" (15.25cm) 
Bicep 4.5" (11.5cm)

Semi Slim 
Over body: 
Chest 31/2" (9cm) 
Waist 31/4" (8.25cm) 
Seat 2"  (5cm) 
Bicep 2" (5cm)

Slim 
Over body: 
Chest 31/2" (9cm) 
Waist 2" (5cm) 
Seat 2" (5cm) 
Bicep 2" (5cm)

Regular 
Over body: 
Chest 41/2" (11.5cm)  
Waist 5" (12.25cm)  
Seat 4" (12.5cm) 
Bicep 3" (7.6cm)
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Collar & Point styles
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Shirt cuts and fits
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X

X

Variable point lengths
11/2" (4cm) Kent, Quarter Cutaway, Semi Cutaway & Narrow Spread only
2" (5cm) Kent, Quarter Cutaway, Semi Cutaway & Narrow Spread only
23/8" (6cm) Kent, Quarter Cutaway, Semi Cutaway, Cutaway & Narrow Spread only
23/4" (7cm) Kent, Quarter Cutaway, Semi Cutaway, Cutaway & Narrow Spread only
31/8" (8cm)  Kent, Quarter Cutaway, Semi Cutaway, Cutaway & Narrow Spread only
31/2" (9cm) Kent, Quarter Cutaway, Semi Cutaway, Cutaway & Narrow Spread only

Button Down collar Hidden Button Down collar Collar Tab with popper (Kent only)

Pin holes with bar Pin holes, no bar

Double off set button on neck band Double stacked buttons on wider neck band

Removable Collar stays 

Fusible Options: Soft, Regular, Firm & Extra Firm interlining (fusible).

Fusible Options are not available on Nehru or Wing collars

Variable collar stand depth
3/4" (2cm) 1" (2.5cm) 11/4" (3.2cm) (default) 11/2" (3.8cm)

Sewn in Collar stays

Fusible Options: Soft, Regular, Firm & Extra Firm interlining (fusible).

Variable collar fall depth
1" (2.5cm) 11/4" (3.2cm) 11/2" (3.8cm) (default) 13/4" (4.5cm)

A handmade collar is available using a traditionally cut and set collar interlining with no fusible, giving a soft and slightly looser 
construction for a more bespoke finish*

X
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Collar Stays & construction
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Collar Stays, button downs and tabs
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Single cuff, 3 vertical buttons straight front

Single cuff, 1 button rounded front

S1

Double cuff, square back corner

D1

Single cuff, 1 button bevelled front

S4

Double cuff, bevelled back corner

D3

Single cuff, 1 button straight  front

S7

S10

Cocktail/gauntlet cuff, curved edges  
(2 buttons)

D5

Double cuff, rounded back corner

D2

Double cuff, square back corner with latch

D4

Single cuff, 2 horizontal buttons rounded front

S3

Single cuff, 2 horizontal buttons bevelled front

S6

Single cuff, 2 horizontal buttons straight front 

S9

X
Variable cuff depth

Cocktail/gauntlet cuff, straight edges  
(2 buttons) 

D7

Double cuff, bevelled front corner

D6

Single cuff, 2 vertical buttons rounded front

S2

Single cuff, 2 vertical buttons bevelled front

S5

Single cuff, 2 vertical buttons straight front

S8

Single cuff, without vent button
(available on Double/French cuff)
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Double/French cuff options
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Single/Barrel cuff options
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Two Knife Pleats

When back darts are requested the total circumference of the shirt 
is increased by the total depth of the 2 darts combined and then this 
amount is darted back out of the back panel only, to give a scalloped/
fitted, body hugging look in the back. Simply provide the waist 
measurement as usual with a request for the relevant dart. Do not make 
allowances for the dart or the amount will be double counted. 

Dart Depth options:

3/8" deep. Reduces back waist by 11/2" in total and adds this amount back 
into the front and sides to maintain the same total circumference.

5/8" deep. Reduces back waist by 21/2" in total and adds this amount back 
into the front and sides to maintain the same total circumference.

Tips: 

Provide the same body measure whether with/without darts.  
Do not add or subtract the dart amount, Lambton will do this.

Even on flat stomachs darts can improve the look and fit of a shirt in a way 
that close fitting measures on an un-darted shirt cannot achieve.

Plain Back with 
split Yoke

Plain Back with  
full Yoke

Box Pleat Back Dart

Placket

Fly

Popover shirt

Opening Button

Popover: Available in Regular block only.  
Measurements provided maybe edited/eased to ensure 
shirt will go/fit over certain shoulder & waist combinations.

Plain
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Back Pleat & Lower back dart options
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Shirt Front options
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Marcella Collar & Cuff

Bib Style 
Marcella

Long to hem or  
Short for cummerband

Dress Shirt - pleated

Two depths of pleated 
dress front available. 
Default 3/8" 
Optional 3/4"

5 Stud fastening4 Stud fastening

3 Stud fastening

Scalloped tail (Default)

Straight hem

Low side seam tail
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Dress Shirt Styles
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Tail Options
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Embroidery Font Samples

Calibri

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Constantia 

A BC DEFGHI J K L M 
NOPQR S T U V W X Y Z
Script

AB CD EF GH IJ KLM 
N OP QRST U V W X YZ
All embroidery on cuff are available on left, right or both.

Old English

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
Apple Chancery

ABCDEFGHIJK LM 
NOPQR STUV WXYZ

Contrast cuff only button threadsContrast button threadsContrast cuff only button holesContrast button holes

Seam stitch standard 1/4" (6mm) Seam stitch edge 1/16" (1.5mm) Saddle stitch 1/4" (6mm)

References for TOPS

Round bottom with blind stitch

D

A

Pointed bottom

C

Round bottom

B

Bevelled bottom

A

horizontal stepped stacked combined
(3 letters only)

AET
A
E
T

A
ETAET

Front Lower
(1" above hem)

L T C

Front Middle
(level with 6th button down)

L T C

Inside collar

L T C

Cloth tab on inner back yoke 
(available on full yoke only)

L T C

Front Upper
(between 2nd and 3rd button)

L T C

Cuff end Cuff centre on edge - 1mm

3/8"

Cuff centre - 1cm 

TL TTT

Pocket Top Outer Edge

L T C

Pocket Top Inner Edge

L T C

Pocket Centre

L T C

Pocket Centre

Pockets: 
both sides

Pocket:  
one left as worn

Monogram styles
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Embroidery
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Pocket style and stitching options
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Pink Orange Aquamarine Dusty Pink

Dark Grey Green Light Green Light Blue Mid Blue Dark Blue Yellow/Gold Mauve/Purple

While every effort has been made to reproduce these buttons and threads accurately, there may be variance with the actual colours due to the reproduction process.

White

Bright Red

Light Grey/Silver

Light Green

Mid Blue

Mauve

Off white

Brown

Dark Grey

Light Blue

Dark Blue

Pink Burgundy

Mother of Pearl 
Ivory

Mother of Pearl 
Smoke

Black Green

Yellow/Gold

14 linge
9mm

3mm

16 linge
10mm

2mm

Traditional

14 linge
9mm

3mm

16 linge
10mm

2mm

Contemporary

White Off White Black Bright Red Burgundy Brown Light Grey/Silver Mid Grey

Contrast  
under cuff

Contrast  
under collar

Contrast  
under placket

Contrast  
face under placket
(available together)

Contrast  
neck band

Contrast Top 
Collar Material

White or contrast 
collar and/or cuff
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Contrast and trim
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Button options and thread colours
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All content and images © Lambton Clothing Company LLP 2017 Issue No: 6222-7-17
All sketches are for representation only. All styles are available and  correct at the time of publishing.  
Styles and options may be added, withdrawn or modified without notice. Current style information is available on TOPS.

Handkerchief 
to match 
contrast collar

Tonal or Contrast tri tab 
(reinforcer) available*

Handkerchief 
to match shirt

Handkerchief to 
match contrast trim

Short Sleeve 
Vent

Short Sleeve 
Plain
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Sleeve Type & Handkerchief options
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